MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY ROHTAK

ENGINEERING(TIT, YMCA & UIET Scheme) NOTIFICATION-VI

It is hereby notified for information to all concerned that the nomenclature of paper “Textile Technology TT-201”, A77/A101 paper ID “4031” of Branch TT/TC of B. Tech. 3rd Sem (old scheme) (which is mentioned in date sheet on dated 07.07.2014) may be treated as “Textile Raw Material”.

HOWEVER, THE TIME & CENTRE WILL REMAIN THE SAME.

CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS


Copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information and necessary action:-

1. The Director, UIET, MDU, Rohtak (Centre No. 980).
2. Asstt. Registrar (R-III/ Secrecy), MDU, Rohtak
3. CPA to C.O.E., MDU, Rohtak
4. University Website.

Sd/-
AR(Conduct)